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NTRODUCTION
The discerning reader may have noticed that the sub-title for this series 'Histories of Harrow Weald Highways' - as applied to Volumes I and II, has been
changed on this occasion to 'Histories of Harrow Highways'. It is no longer correct
to put the emphasis on 'Harrow Weald' when about half the space in this book is
devoted to highways in Stanmore. This may encourage prospective readers living in
other areas of Harrow to add their names to our mailing list.

When Volume I was published in 1974, the Bishop Ken Residents' Association could not
have envisaged the enthusiasm with which the publication would be received, nor that
the series would apparently become a permanent feature with a new volume issuing
about every six months. It remains to be seen whether the momentum can be main
tained at the same pace, for as the author 'ventures' into areas beyond Harrow Weald
research becomes more prolonged and difficult.

Another problem is the cost factor; whilst it is important to keep the price of
copies at the lowest possible level, the incredible effect of inflation from which
the country is suffering makes life difficult for publishers. So far the price for
all three volumes has been held at 30p; the more copies sold, the more likelihood
there is of a price increase being avoided.

Apart from a donation of ten per cent of any proceeds which may accrue being made
to the funds of the Association, any remaining suirplus is 'ploughed back' towards
the cost of the next volume.

It is very gratifying that two volumes of the series have been published in 1975.
This year is rather special being officially termed 'European Architectural Heritage
Year': our main intention in this series is directed towards making people aware of
their Harrow Heritage. Progress is all very well but culturally and architecturally
there is much we have inherited from the past for which we should be grateful. The
most sobering thought to occur to one is that when an ancient building or tree is

destroyed - possibly of historic or aesthetic value - the astronomical costs of the
1970's make a desirable replacement almost impossible. 'Conservation' therefore
becomes an increasingly important word.
If the developers are allowed to have their way for purely commercial purposes,
there may be no architectural heritage available for future generations. We cannot
prevent progress and change - but let us keep a sense of proportion and appreciation.

Civic control in Middlesex through the ages
Introductions in the two previous volumes outlined interesting facets of Middlesex

history, particularly those aspects which affected highway development.

On this

occasion basic information in the briefest terms is included about the way the

(1)

pattern of civic control in the county has formulated through the centuries. It
may help to get in perspective changes which have radically affected the course of
history.

As previously mentioned, before the arrival of the Romans, much of the area to the
north west of London was covered by thick forests and it was not until the Saxons

arrived about 750 A.D. that the history of Middlesex began to evolve.

The word

'Middlesex* is derived from the Middle Saxons who were located between the East
Saxons of Essex and the early Saxon colonies on both sides of the Middle Thames.

The county may originally have been a fragment of larger territory.
At a later date Middlesex did in fact become grouped with Essex and Hertfordshire
when the method of manorial nomenclature was common to all three.

In 1066 the

Normans became the masters and William the Conqueror (who drew up the Domesday Book)
introduced the feudal system to the populace of Middlesex: Harrow (then called
Herges) belonged to Archbishop Lanfranc of Canterbury.
For the next five hundred years the people of the county were subjected to manorial
domination until the dissolution in the 16th century when the monasteries and manors
surrendered to Henry Vlll. He gave the lands to his favoured subjects who later
rented off sections to wealthy 'tenant' families.

About the middle of the 18th century the working people suffered a serious blow to
their living and freedom when large scale enclosure of common lands was introduced

under a special Act. The farmers of Middlesex succeeded in warding off the effects

for a while but by 1800, the enclosure of eleven Middlesex parishes had been achieved
and by 1825 another thirty-one parish lands had been enclosed.

In the meantime the one-time tenants had acquired possession of their estates and
in Victorian times became known as the 'Squires'. Both they and their farmers
enjoyed considerable affluence up until the third quarter of the 19th century when
cheaper farm produce began to arrive in England in large quantities ffom the con
tinent.

The squire-farmer relationship continued to survive, however, until the first two

decades of the 20th century when an army of land developers arrived in Middlesex
in the late 1920's and early 1930's. The attractive offers they made enabled them
to purchase large areas of Middlesex and before the onset of the last war hundreds

of farms had been eradicated by suburbia as we now know it.

It is difficult to realise that residents of Harrow Weald, Stanmore and Kenton are
living in areas which, fifty years ago, consisted almost entirely of farmlands.

Where were all the farms situated then? Are there any left? As these are questions
which must occur to the reader, space has been devoted in this volume to the pro
vision of a map (on page 6 ) indicating the farms which existed earlier this century
and the few which still remain. There are also photographs of some farms on
pages 7, 8 and 9,

The point has of course been made many times in this series, that the image of the

above-mentioned areas in the late 1920's and early 1930's underwent a drastic change
from rural, agricultural countryside to heavily populated, residential townships
and many roads were either rebuilt or newly-made, ultimately producing the complex
pattern of highways which now straddle most of the Borough of Harrow.
(2)
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CLAMP HILL, Stanmore
The first narrative in this volume is concerned
with one of the most delightful highways in the

area, namely Clamp Hill.

It is situated on a

mwir-

sharp rise about half a mile in length, which
at the lower end joins up with Kenton Lane after
interception by the Uxbridge Road. At the upperj
end it forms a crossroad with Old Redding,
Brookshill and Common Road; (a narrative about

Old Redding appeared in Volume 1 and the
Brookshill story follows on in this volume).
Brickfield Cottage

The residents of Clamp Hill are indeed fortunate

for their homes are securely implanted in the Green Belt zone and, except for the

possibility of a few houses being added on the left flank as one proceeds up the
hill, their splendid view of natural countryside is likely to remain unimpeded.
To the west of the slope is Brookshill which, being part of the A409, relieves Clamp
Hill of most of the through traffic. There is a theory which suggests that many

years ago - when both these highways were not much more than lanes - the main
thoroughfare ran through the fields to the right of Clamp Hill as one ascends,
winding past Priory Farm and joining Common Road in the vicinity of Priory House on
top of the hill. This is partially substantiated by the knowledge that the original
'Hare' public house was also situated to the right of Clamp Hill (instead of being
on the left of the crossroad as at present) where travellers on the old highway
could slake their thirsts. Old footings which remain mark the probable site of the
first 'Hare'.

Earlier this century two old vases, thought to have come from the original 'Hare'
were found in a deep ditch which ran up the right hand side of Clamp Hill. In those

days there were few inhabitants in the area apart from some villagers who occupied
cottages in the vicinity of Priory Farm.

In the Middle Ages both Priory Farm and Priory House are thought to have been

included within the precincts of Bentley Priory and that is in fact the reason for
their names; the large pond near Priory House may have provided fish for the monks
who are also believed responsible for making tracks towards Clamp Hill in their
search for wood to produce charcoal.

Another interesting theory which has some factual basis is that the Clamp Hill and
Priory areas were subject to Roman domination 2000 years ago. Two large Roman
vessels (now in the British Museum) were discovered on Priory Farm some years ago

and the region also has connections with Brockley Hill on which there was tremendous
activity by the Romans. The foundations of numerous kilns have been unearthed on
the latter hill and there is still an inordinate amount of Roman pottery debris

visible. Some 200 years ago, gold treasures which the Romans left behind were
discovered near Bentley Priory: these finds are also in the British Museum.
(3)

The oldest building which can now be found on the flanks of Clamp Hill is the
picturesque Brickfield Cottage (on the west side) which appears on a map of 1864 and
was apparently not newly built at that date.

We have earlier mentioned (in the Old Redding narrative in Volume 1) that the
Bodimeade family developed a brick-making business (later taken over by Charles
Blackwell) in the 17th century on the corner site where Old Redding and Common Road
meet. The Blackwells' last foreman lived in Brickfield Cottage until the outbreak
of the first world war when the brick field was finally closed down. After the war
the Cottage was used as a farm house until the adjoining properties were built, when
it became a private residence.

There is still evidence of the brick-making industry (which made both bricks and

tiles) since clay for the kilns was dug from the land between Clamp Hill and
Brookshill: the pits are visible although overgrown and some smaller ones have been
filled in with brick rubble from the kilns.

There were several fine houses within a short distance of Clamp Hill (two of which
remain habitable) and we will set out below such information as is available about
them.
THE KILN

This building, which still exists, is a red-bricked, two storey house with bay
windows and was built in the mid-18th century era: it is understood to be currently
occupied by Sir Oliver Scott.

Some years ago when an old well on the kiln site was cleared, hundreds of sheeps'
bones were discovered in it. It is thought that the farmers from surrounding
districts assembled at this point with their flocks before starting the long journey
to London markets. Many sheep apparently failed to complete the journey.
WOODLANDS

This fine old Georgian house, which was situated in a wooded area some distance to

the east of Clamp Hill, was built in 1780 by a man named Martin and his widow,
Catherine, remodelled it in 1845. Other owners included Adam Askew, Stephen Kennard,
a Mr Hignett, Sir Richard Moon, the Earl of Halsbury and, lastly. Lord Catto, the

well-known banker. In 1945 it became the property of Harrow Urban District Council
and the Council's Engineering Department occupied it until the new Civic Centre was
completed. From that time the North West Metropolitan Regional Hospital Board had

been negotiating for its purchase and, meanwhile, vandals moved in and utterly
destroyed the building. Such wanton destruction is beyond comprehension but
responsibility for the loss of this unique property must be laid at the door of

either Harrow Council or the Hospital Board, who, in the absence of a preservation
order, made no attempt to ensure that the building was adequately guarded while
negotiations were in progress. 'Woodlands' is now to be demolished to make way for
a hospital for the mentally and physically handicapped.
THE HERMITAGE

All that remains of this once handsome property is a large lodge and a cottage
which adjoin Clamp Hill on the east side: the house was demolished in 1932-33.
'The Hermitage' was of mid-19th century vintage and three families were in residence

between 1851 and 1891. The occupancy then fell to a Lt. Col. Alexander Wynch and
(4)

twenty years later Sir Reginald Blair became the owner.

He eventually moved to

Chalfont St. Giles in 1932.
PRIORY HOUSE

Priory House lays back on the right of Clamp Hill at the top of the incline (see
photograph number 10) and is now occupied by Laurie Johnson, the songwriter. Film
companies frequently use the facilities offered by this estate and scenes for
'Lock up your daughters' were taken there.
FAIRFIELD

This house was first occupied by Mr Edmund Crosse, co-founder with Mr Thomas
Blackwell of Crosse and Blackwell. Later, Gibbons Grinling, one of the three
Grinling brothers, lived in the house. Before it was demolished it was re-named

'Belgrano' by the then occupant, Mr Howard Williams, and was located in the turning
now called 'Santway' on the left of Clamp Hill as one proceeds up the incline.
BAMFORD HOUSE

This house was situated on a corner at the lower end of Clamp Hill where it has a

junction with the Uxbridge Road, and, as the census for 1871 shows, was occupied by
William Brockhurst.

This location, formerly known as 'Bamford's corner' is now

called 'Brockhurst corner'.

Bamford House was demolished soon after the first

world war to enable the road to be widened.

With the arrival of the 1930's there was already a group of houses at the lower end
of Clamp Hill on the west side and further properties have since been added from
time to time. When the road builders moved in to give it a Macadam surface, the
level of Clamp Hill at Bamford's comer was well below that of the Uxbridge Road and

it was necessary to effect extensive filling-in, in the course of which an old pump
was buried.

A Clamp Hill resident who deserves special mention is Mr Sidney O'Dell - now in his
eighties - who has been in the Harrow district for over fifty years. He is the
oldest retired member of 'S' Division of the Metropolitan Police and, during his
career in the Force, took part in the Sidney Street siege.

Finally, Clamp Hill derived its name from the term applied to a pile of new bricks,
moulded but awaiting firing. This-is described as a 'clamp'.

BROOKSHILL
Brookshill was of course mentioned in the previous narrative about Clamp Hill and
the two highways are inevitably linked together, both geographically and as areas
of gracious living where generations of wealthy Harrow Weald and Stanmore families
resided for over 200 years. Regrettably, almost all the fine old houses in this
area have been swept away by the march of time, the failing fortunes of these

families or the housing demands of the 20th century. Fortunately, Brookshill is
(5)
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FARMS in the district
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GRIMSDYKE FARM

An existing 76 acre farm
off Old Redding adjoin
ing the Grirasdyke
Estate. Managed by the
Massey family.

srpy

BENTLEY PRIORY FARM

Off Clamp Hill; an exist
ing and operating farm.

111

From the first world war

was farmed by Archibald
London.
KENTON LANE FARM

Has been owned for many
years by the Brazier
family and still
operates as a farm.
MARSH FARM
On Canons Park Estate

when land was owned by

St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
The farmhouse (built in
1875) still exists but

1

is now a private residence.
Was recently a Community
Centre. Last farmed by
John Bransgrove: his son
Jim had a butcher's shop
in Kenton Lane.

n lllll

HARROW WEALD FARM
Farmhouse still exists

(under a preservation
order). Last managed
by Farmer Bradley in the
1920's for the Grinling
family.
COPSE FARM
Farm still exists and

is closely associated
with a horse riding
school.

At one time

farmed by the Blackwell
family and by the
Express Dairy Company
during the 1920's.

■a*

ANTHONY'S FARM

Formerly Tom Durrant's farm

in Weald Village. Demol
ished in the early 1930's.
Anthony Trollope, the

m

m

author, lived there in the
early 1830's when he was a
day boarder at Harrow
(7)

School.

Our photograph

shows only a glimpse of the
farm buildings. The pro
perty on the left housed
postman Lock.

iV

Zfn

ROSE FARM

Was situated on the corner

of College Hill Road and
Kenton Lane.

in 1931.

r
r

ji

Demolished

The land was

bought by John Searcy for

r

.. .1.

I

j

the erection of three-

storey flats.

rr

GLENGARRY FARM
Situated in the area of

College Road, Harrow Weald.

il

Demolished.
f

NEW COLLEGE FARM

Was at the junction of
Kenton Lane and Locket Road.

Last managed by Farmer
Richard Goddard.

Farmhouse

destroyed in the early
1930's when vandals set
fire to it.
HILL HOUSE FARM

1

120-acre farm adjoining
Kenton Lane. Managed by
George Hawkins in the last
century. Demolished.

ifiiiil

PARK FARM

Farm for the Stanmore Park

Estate.

Built in the 18th

century and demolished in
1937.

CANONS PARK FARM

Originally part of the
lr

Canons Estate off
Whitchurch Lane and

owned by the Duke of
Chandos.

Demolished.

I

BLACK FARM

Situated off Gooseacre
Lane in Kenton Road.

w

Once belonged to the
farming family of Smith.
Demolished.

n\m

(8)

GREENHILL FARM

Demolished. On the site
of this farm is now the
ABC cinema in the High
Street between Wealdstone
and Harrow. Last farmed

^t f

by Jim Smith.
—

i

WOODCOCK HILL FARM
Before demolition was
situated in Woodcock

:3L

Hill off Kenton Road.

Last farmed by a
Mr Kentch.

f

KENTON FARM

Another Kenton Road farm
now demolished.

PRESTON, HILLSIDE, and
LYON'S FARMS

All one-time farms in
the Preston Road area.
The latter farm was last

managed by Frank Perrin.
HAMILTON FARM

Formerly existed in
College Hill Road, Harrow
Weald. Early this cen

tury was farmed by
John Henry Gunn.
A ^
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on the edge of the Green Belt and has so far

escaped too much attention by the developers.
Less than a century ago when these households
were enjoying a high social status in the
county, the highway was little more than a

\

carriageway giving access to the stately homes
which stood back in their own grounds.

As the

need to transport greater numbers of people
and larger quantities of produce to the

capital became more urgent, sustained efforts

IJ.)

ti/t

were made to improve the state of the highways.
Groups of unemployed farm labourers were
organised by the local authorities to dig
gravel from nearby pits (some of which were
worked in the areas of Old Redding and Pinner)

for the provision of suitable aggregate for
Harrow Weald Junior College.

hardened road surfaces.

Between the wars Brookshill was gradually adapted for modern traffic conditions but
the rural nature of this stretch of thoroughfare has been largely retained and only
the more careless motorists indulge in unnecessary speeds while traversing this

somewhat dangerous, winding slope. Special care needs to be exercised in wet

^

weather.

The map on the inside cover of Volume II clearly sets out the main properties which
once bordered Brookshill. On the left as one proceeds up the hill was Harrow Weald
Park estate (adjoining Grimsdyke), the manor of which was a picturesque two-storey

house built by William Windale in 1805 (see photograph number 11). The Reverend
J. W. Cunningham was in residence from 1822 and later, Crockford, owner of the
celebrated London gaming room, bought the property and lived there until 1850*.

In 1870 a wealthy timber merchant named Alexander Sim bought Harrow Weald Park: he
is remembered as something of a benefactor and in 1884 he presented the land at the
junction of Elms Road and Uxbridge Road to the Vicar of All Saints Church for use^
as an extension to the churchyard. He was also mainly responsible for the formation
of the Colne Valley Water Company in 1873 which was a non-profit-making enterprise

concerned with providing the village of Harrow Weald with pure water. (Further
information about Mr Sim may be found on page 26 of Volume 1.) After his death his
widow lived on in the house until 1909 when she also died. For the forty years of

this family's occupation the road was generally known as 'Sim's Hill'.

With the passing of Mrs Sim the property was bought by millionaire Billy Hughes
whose social activities achieved some notoriety but he was fond of horses and had
wonderful animals in his stables, some of which were used to pull his carriages.

He was a generous man and had been known to tip a villager half a sovereign for
'holding his horse' while he quenched his thirst in a local ale house when out

riding. Hughes is reputed to have lost £3 million in Germany as the result of an
ill-advised investment.

(*Crockfords was re-opened in London in 1974 after renovations and remodelling had
cost over a million pounds.)
(11)

Harrow Weald Park was later bought by a university lecturer called Allen Walker and
in 1932 the Manor was occupied by the British Israel World Federation. All that
remains of this beautiful estate is a picturesque stone lodge on the west side of
Brookshill.

Farther up the hill was 'The Glade', owned by a Mr Ogilvy early this century and
now demolished. Beyond The Glade was Hill House which was occupied by Dr Samuel Parr
in the late 18th century. He was followed by an antique dealer named C. D. E. Fortnum
and in more recent times the Blackwell family owned the property. They also owned
The Hall near the top of Brookshill.
A man named Brooks, coachman to the Blackwells, was drowned in a pond near to Hill
House and it was from this unfortunate incident that Brookshill took its name.

The

Blackwells were a fastidious family and the bed linen and table cloths in their

houses were changed daily: the washing and ironing was undertaken by the family
laundry which was situated in a lane off Old Redding where some forty people were
employed.
At the time of writing, the only remaining old house on this side of Brookshill is a
gaunt building of diapered brick with curvilinear gables known as Hillside (see
photograph number 12) and its deplorable, derelict condition can be easily seen by
passers-by in Brookshill. Planning permission was granted in 1974 for the erection
of six maisonettes and a detached house on the site of Hillside but a local M.P.

approached the Greater London Council with a view to blocking this development.
Although a heavy weight of traffic now uses this section of the A409, the 20th cen

tury vista of the highway continues to be exceedingly pleasant. At the top of the
rise where Brookshill forms a crossroad with Common Road, Clamp Hill and Old Redding,
the first building to be encountered stands on the right and is the old 'Hare' public
house. As reference was made to this establishment, both in the preceding narrative
and on page 23 of Volume 1 (see also photograph on page 16 of that volume) we will
proceed down the hill where the main landmarks are (1) the derelict 'Hillside',
(2) the Whyteways home and (3) entrance to 'The Eagles'.
In the main, however, the
view consists of rolling fields on the right, in which cattle can be seen grazing,

and shady wooded areas on the left. There is a footpath on one side to Clamp Hill
and on the other, to Oxhey Lane.

Nearer to the lower end of the slope are groups of houses: with the exception of one
or two of very modern design, they are predominantly of the pre-war era when bay
windows and tudor-style elevations were architecturally fashionable. Set back from
Brookshill on the left as one approaches Hall's corner is the one-time Harrow Weald

Grammar School, now re-designated as Harrow Weald Junior College under the compre
hensive system.
The school was opened in September 1933 as Harrow Weald County School with a three

stream entry of first formers and two second forms, 148 pupils in all.

It was a

"special place" school and entry was by common entrance examination. Fees were
payable according to parents' means but provisions were made for these fees to be
dispensed with altogether if circumstances warranted. In 1944 the County Schools
were abolished and the school became Harrow Weald County Grammar School. In 1965,

with the overhaul of London local government Harrow replaced Middlesex as the local
education authority and the school was renamed yet again as Harrow Weald Grammar
School. So it remained until September 1974 when it became Harrow Weald Junior
Coliege.
(12)

It was built at a cost of about £40,000 from the designs of the County Architect,
Mr W. T. Curtis, F.R.I.B.A., the General Contractor being Mr W. S. Try of Cowley,
Oxbridge. The official opening ceremony was held on 17th November, 1933, by

County Alderman H. S. Button, Chairman of the County Council, presided over by
County Councillor J. C. Fuller, Chairman of the Middlesex Education Committee.

There were 148 pupil places to begin with but by September 1939 the school had
reached full capacity with a complete sixth form. The average number of pupils on
roll until 1974 was about 550 and the College now anticipates a sixth form numbering
500 or more.

The first Headmaster was Mr E. Barlow Butlin who remained in charge until his

retirement in the spring term of 1951. He was succeeded by Mr D. Crowle Ellis who
retired in the summer of 1961.

Mr H. S. Thurston followed Mr Crowle Ellis until

his appointment in 1974 as Co-ordinator of Studies among High Schools and Junior
Colleges in Harrow, and in September 1974 Mr D. S. Clarke became the fourth Head
master of the school.

The principal 'old boy' to have achieved fame in public life is Mr Merlyn Rees.
He was one of the 'foundation scholars' of the school, subsequently a member of

staff, and resigned in 1962 to enter politi.cs. He became Labour M.P. for South
Leeds, Under Secretary of State for Defence 1965-68, Under Secretary of State in
the Home Office 1968-70, and Secretary of State for Northern Ireland from 1974.
Several other 'old boys' have risen to eminence in the spheres of business, local
government and sport.

During the war the school functioned as normally as possible with several members
of staff on active service and most of the others with duties on the home front,

for which they had been training throughout the summer of 1939. Most forms had to
be expanded, and two new forms created for pupils of London schools who had be.en
evacuated and for refugees from Europe. Inevitably some of the school's own pupils
had to move to other schools owing to domestic rearrangements but it was not the

policy of the Middlesex County Council to evacuate pupils from the schools of Harrow.
Of the future, the main danger to the Brookshill area will arise when the plans for

an improved Harrow Town through road and the redevelopment of Wealdstone High Street
are implemented. This will increase traffic flow and may eventually necessitate the
widening and straightening of Brookshill; similar treatment could be accorded to
Common Road. Ultimately, one can envisage a dual carriageway along this stretch of
road but that would be the end of the rural atmosphere at present retained in this
area.

LONG ELMES
As illustrated in various photographs which have appeared in these volumes, Harrow

Weald had a very rural image during the first quarter of this century and was
generously endowed with a variety of trees. Among those trees were numerous elms,
the numbers of which are now unfortunately depleted due either to destruction by
bulldozers, or to dutch elm disease.
(13)

The proof that elms were prolific in those
days is to be found in the legacy of names
associated with the tree: more than two dozen

local highways contain the word 'elm' in their
title, including Elms Road (see Volume I) and
Long Elmes, with which this narrative is con

cerned. The latter also has an interesting
'Olde English' method of spelling the name.

iTi

ri
Long Elmes stems from Harrow Weald High Road
(opposite the 'Red Lion') and climbs over a

hill to Headstone Lane: it is a product of
20th century suburbia as it did not exist
before the 1930's.

For more than half its

length, the land on which it is situated was
farmed by Tom Durrant as far as Hatch End

during the early part of this century and
the farthest end crosses part of what was
once 'The Cedars' estate, last owned by the
Blackwell family.

A council property

The Blackwells were probably the wealthiest family in the area during the 19th 'entury but they also displayed considerable concern for the well-being of the local
populace. Thomas Francis Blackwell was possibly the greatest benefactor: thanks to
his generosity. All Saints Church, Harrow Weald, benefited to the extent of a cleres
tory roof, the northern aisle and six church bells. He also gave to the Parish the
land for Harrow ivcald Recroalion Ground and to the church, the site on which

St. Anselms, Hatch End, is built.
School of John Lyon.

He founded the Blackwell Scholarship at the: Lower

Samuel Blackwell gave Harrow Weald Institute and the land on

which it stands to the Parish, and Helen Blackwell, who died in 1955, left a legacy
for the benefit of All Saints Church.

family was St. Barnabas.

Yet another church to benefit from this famous

Geoffrey Blackwell made available the site for this church

in Long Elmes formerly on The Cedars estate.

The War Office took over part of this estate in the early 1940's to provide a site
for Italian prisoners of war: they were confined within an area of barbed wire
situated in a field on what is now the Headstone Lane end of Long Elmes. When the

war ended, local authorities seeking new housing sites displayed interest in the
extensive Cedars estate and ultimately the Blackwells sold it to the London County
Council.

The beautiful old house called 'The Cedars' (see photograph on page 27) survived until
1957 when it succumbed to the bulldozers. Early in the 19th century it was known as
the Clock House when the Bernasconi family were in residence. Thomas Blackwell
married June Anne Bernasconi on 28th August 1834 at St. Anne's Church, Soho, and
later the house was enlarged and re-named 'The Cedars'. Thomas went into business

with Edmund Crosse and their company became known in every household - as Crosse and
Blackwel1.

Thomas Blackwell died on 18th December 1879 at the age of 75 and is huried in Harrow
Weald churchyard. The aforementioned son of the Blackwells, Thomas Francis, continue
to live at 'The Cedars' until his death in 1907.

In the early 1930's the farmland between the High Road and The Cedars estate was
(14)

purchased by a private developer called Jackson who built houses on both sides of
the highway as far as number 109 at which point it became a cul-de-sac. In the
immediate post-war years the London County Council built several hundred houses at
the other end of Long Elmes and in newly-built adjacent roads; further homes of
varying basic designs were added by the Council in later years. A row of shops was
built to service the extensive council population.
A roundabout was built where Long Elmes crosses Courtenay Avenue and since the new
bridge was added about five years ago (which connects the latter highway with Harrow
View), the amount of traffic using Long Elmes has increased. This has caused a
problem at the junction with Harrow Weald High Road where, in an attempt to intro
duce some form of restraint at the crossing, a peculiar intersection of paving has
been planted in the middle of the road. Motorists find this complex rather haz
ardous: traffic lights would appear to be a more satisfactory solution to the
problem but no doubt the Council has its reasons for refraining from installing
this form of control which in any event can he used only at the discretion of the
Greater London Council.

Long Elmes is yet another highway which will be affected by the addition of that
vital section of link road between Vemon Drive and Wemborough Road. It will then

carry traffic which will be on a direct route for Edgware, thus avoiding the present
'bottle-necks' which occur in Wealdstone and to a lesser degree at Belmont Circle.

DAVIS ESTATE
On the district map the Davis Estate is
depicted as a shield-shaped group of high
ways bounded in the north by Vernon Drive
and on the two sides (which taper to a point
near Belmont Bridge) by Beverley Gardens and
Felbridge Avenue. Across the 'shield',
linking the two last-mentioned roads are
St. Edmund's Drive, Hermitage Way and Curzon
Avenue. The latter road crosses Beverley
Gardens and forms a 'T' junction with
Kenton Lane: running parallel, in between
Kenton Lane and the lower half of Beverley

i
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Gardens is Mountbelle.

The building of the properties was begun in
1934-35 by Kenstanton Estates (the developers
modern Davis house
were Davis's) and completed in 1937-38.
Prices were mainly in the £595-695 range,
—
but a few larger houses exceeded £1000. The
more expensive houses are in Vernon Drive where the average price was about £895.

Some hundreds of acres of land to the north and east of Kenton Lane were originally
owned by St. Bartholomew's Hospital, including the fields which were cleared for the
Davis Estate. Some old dwellings in Kenton Lane (opposite the junction with Dryden
Roadjwere known as Bartholomew's Cottages and obviously had a connection with the
earlier ownership.
(IB)

The Davis houses - which were built on the basis of twelve to the acre (except
those in Vernon Drive which are eight to the acre) - are of distinctive, modern

;

design and in contrast to most other properties built in the 1930's which display
Tudor influences. The Vernon Drive houses are different again with rounded bay
t
windows. The houses are considered to be well built on sound foundations; partition]
walls are of brick and the external walls were cavity-built.

When the Beverley Gardens highway was completed it boasted a double row of handsome <
old elm trees which were later replaced by flowering cherries when the usual disease!
problem which afflicts this type of tree made them dangerous.
Before the war the new Belmont Station was well supported by the local populace as

no alternative public transport was available. The residents were sometimes troublei
by the noise of the first early morning 'Belmont rattler' which passed the estate a
few minutes after 5.45 a.m.

From an early date it was intended that Vemon Drive should be a through road to

link up with Wemborough Road but the war interrupted plans to put a bridge across
the L.N.W.R. branch line at the end of Vernon Drive. As mentioned in the Mountside
narrative in Volume II, the Council is once again considering the implementation of
the forty year-old plan but residents are resisting the proposal. There have been
more than the usual number of houses for sale in Vemon Drive recently as occupants

fear a drop in property values should the weight of traffic passing their doors
increase dramatically.

In the 1930's, Vernon Drive's potential importance was

emphasised by the wide, concrete road which was laid and the fact that the supply
of energy for street lighting was electrical while the highways on some adjoining
estates were illuminated by gas.

While building was in progress the Davis Estate Office was situated on a triangle
of land at the lower end of Beverley Gardens; the office has long since gone but
the triangle remains.

The earliest residents on the estate came from a variety of areas - from central
London to the south coast - and there was the usual proportion of railmen. Families

relied to a very great extent on the Belraont shopping circle; some older residents
look back on those days with nostalgia - before the large combines and supermarkets
had invaded shopping parades - remembering the attentive family businesses which

offered quality commodities at reasonable prices. Several small businesses provided
a door-to-door service and one resident recalls the occasion when the cart horse

of Walker the greengrocer consumed a young tree while his master served a customer.
The tree was destroyed and later replaced.

This corner of Harrow Weald, which was once green fields on the side of a hill (see

photograph number 4 in Volume 1) has, for the past 37-40 years enjoyed relative
seclusion as none of the highways really lead anywhere.

One day this situation

could be just a pleasant dream when the link road between Vemon Drive and
Wemborough Road becomes a reality and a heavier weight of traffic surges remorse

lessly along Vernon Drive, and to a lesser degree, through Beverley Gardens.
It now only remains to identify the persons and places after which the Davis Estate
highways have been named. St. Edmund's Drive is named after one of two saints of
the same name: there was St. Edmund of Canterbury who lived in the time of Henry III
He was buried in France and St. Edmund's Church in Yeading Lane, Hayes, is dedicated
(16)

to him Two other London churches (one in Lombard Street and the other in Northwood
Hills) are dedicated to St. Edmund, King and Martyr of East Anglia who, according
to legend, killed the Danish king, Swen Forkbeard, with a spear in the first cen
tury A.D.

Two other roads on the estate, Mountbelle and Felbridge Avenue, are named after
fields which existed in the area before the onset of suburban Harrow Weald and
Curzon Avenue commemorates the name of the general foreman in charge of the building

programme on the Davis Estate. He later retired to Petts Wood and died at 90 years

of age. Hermitage Way is named after the house called 'The Hermitage which once

stood near to Clamp Hill; reference was made to this house in the first narrative o
this volume. Beverley Gardens is named after the Beverley Brook which runs through
Harrow Weald before passing Brent and continuing to the Welsh Harp. Vernon Drive
has a connection with Mount Vemon, a name which is appended to certain institutions
in the county.

It is interesting to note that the firm of Davis Estates Limited is operating as
effectively as ever; it is now a member of the Wood Hall Group with offices at
Potters Bar. Areas where Davis development projects are currently proceeding can be
found in counties as far apart as Yorkshire, Sussex, Devonshire and Hertfordshire.
A map on page 23 shows the location of the estate in Harrow Weald.

BELMONT CIRCLE
Having completed our narrative about the
Davis Estate, we can follow on quite

naturally with coverage of Belmont Circle,
the two areas being linked together with
the one-time Belmont railway bridge.
There is mention in a later narrative
about Old Church Lane that Mr Frederick

'4

Gordon financed the building of the rail

way branch line from Harrow and Wealdstone

r:

station to Stanmore which was opened in

1890. The permanent way passed near to
Belmont and a bridge was built over the
line to facilitate the passage of traffic
travelling along Kenton Lane.

fl
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At the turn of the century the area was

entirely surrounded by farmlands and the

bridge was narrow with grass verges instead
of pavements. Bird life was far more pre-

Belmont Station booking hall

valent; in addition to many common birds

the occasional partridge could be seen nesting in the long grass and lapwinp and

peewits were a frequent sight in the fields. Subsequently a wider, more substantial
bridge was built and this is still functioning.

The land was originally owned by St. Bartholomew's Hospital and the fields had names
like 'Stockingfield', 'Hill House Field' and 'Blackwell Mead'. Much of the land was
(17)

farmed by J. H. Brazier who founded the Kenton Lane Farm business. He was original]
a Buckinghamshire man who moved to Harlesden and started a dairy business. He had -

four sons and a daughter and his grandsons, Ray, Te^'and Leslie now manage the farm.
Arising from the amalgamation of the Hendon Rural District Council with the Harrow
and Urban District Council in 1934, the area with which we are concerned became the
Belmont ward of the new Harrow Borough Council. The urbanisation of the ecclesias
tical parish of Harrow Weald (then part of Hendon Rural Council) which extended

approximately as far as the present Kenton Lane-Streatfield Road junction, also
entailed a major re-organisation. The southern part was detached and divided into

two new parishes, namely St. Michael's and All Angels (see Bishop Ken Road narrative
in Volume I) and St. Anselms; the church for the last-named parish was built in
Uppingham Avenue and consecrated in the mid-1930's.

With the onset of an intensive housing development programme due to be effected in

the early 1930's, a railway halt was opened at Belmont on 12th September, 1932
Access to the wooden platform and a hut (which provided booking office facilities)
was by a ramp from what is now the Locket Road side of the bridge. Life was very
unhurried in those early 1930*s and late-comers could expect the train to stop and
allow them to climb aboard, even though it may have started to pull away!
One typical story related by a resident of that time recalls the occasion when a
mother damaged her pram causing a wheel to come off. She trundled it down to the
halt and enquired of the porter whether he could help her and at that moment the

train arrived bound for Stanmore. The porter spoke to the driver explaining the
r^ed for a spanner in response to which the driver said, "Pass the pram up to me".
e mother was then told to wait a few minutes and the train steamed out of the halt
with the pram in the driver's cabin. Shortly afterwards, the train returned from

Stanmore - and the driver handed the pram to the waiting mother - duly repaired!
About four years later a new station was built with an island platform, complete
with booking office, toilets, waiting room and a 'Wyman's' bookstall. Access to the
station was then via a wooden foot-bridge which was sited at street level on what i«
now the Circle side of the road bridge.

In the middle 1930's, development proceeded at all points of the compass from Belmon
Circle, which was by then also under construction. The shops and flats were built
by a developer named Peppiot who specialised in this type of construction (which is

called 'rib building'). His head office was at East Acton and he developed other
Circle* shopping communities including the one at Queensbury. The *Belinont* public
house was opened to customers in 1935.

By the later 1930*s the building of a new suburbia in Harrow Weald had reached an

advanced stage but the promise of a tremendous future for the building trade and the
estate agencies began to look less bright: Hitler's rantings in Germany were becomin

ominously more frequent and the buoyant conditions which followed the depression in
1930-33 were proving to be somewhat short-lived. The newly-built houses were becom
ing more and more difficult to sell.

Nevertheless, the influx of new residents to Harrow Weald continued at a high level

and this was reflected in the increased rail traffic through Belmont Station. A

passimeter type loop line was built to permit the operation of a simultaneous servic*

from both directions between Harrow and Stanmore and the station thrived so well thai
in 1934 Belmont won an award for being the station to record the greatest increase
(18)

in passenger traffic on the L.M.S. railway. The award took the form of a bronze
shield which subsequently hung in the new booking office.

The station received substantial support from the numerous railmen living mainly on
the Hill House estate (Drummond Drive, The Highway and Woodcroft Avenue) who had

moved south from Manchester, Derby and Stoke when the railways with headquarters in
those three towns merged along with the L.N.W.R. to become the L.M.S. Railway Company
and many of the staff transferred to Huston in London.

But much of the credit for

the station's success was due to the strenuous efforts of the railway authorities to
attract additional business by introducing cheap day and seasonal tickets.

The new Belmont Station staff was comprised of a booking clerk and signalman/porter
who were under the supervision of the station master at Harrow and Wealdstone

Station. Older residents remember with nostalgia the occasion when the young
signalman called Conway married Margaret, the manageress of Wyraans; both were very
popular with the commuters.

Rail posters heralded the information that there were "...frequent train services
to Huston, West Hnd, Paddington and the City". Examples of fares in the mid-thirties
reveal that a monthly season ticket to Paddington was El and to Oxford Circus El.Ss.3d

(El.26). In the domestic sphere, charges were: electricity, Ud (Jp) per unit;
gas, 9d (4p) per therm; rates 10s.6d CS2jp) in the pound; water, 7% on the rateable
value.

As the third decade of the century progressed, the shops and flats of Belmont Circle

(photograph number 14 in this volume depicts the Circle in its original form) were
completed and occupied, and the houses in Kenmore Avenue (which is so named because

the southern end is in Kenton and the northern end in Stanmore) steadily approached
the Circle as property erections proceeded: this Avenue was built between 1934 and
1937.

With the second world war over and families re-united, the affluent post-war age

began to arrive and the motor-car, once a luxury, became an accepted family necessity.
With the onset of the motor age, the era of the railways (which had dominated long

distance transport for more than a hundred years) began to diminish and the 'Beeching
Axe' was wielded liberally.

Competition from the number 18 bus service (which had

commenced during the war) and failure on the part of the railway to connect trains

for Belmont with the London services, also aggravated falling receipts at the booking
office. Stanmore village station had been closed for some twelve years when the
'Axe' descended upon Belmont station (included in a list of over 2000 stations due

for closure). Sunday services had been terminated as long ago as 1947 but the
station was finally phased out completely on 5th October 1964, to be demolished two
years later after vandals had already inflicted much damage.

The Hssoldo cinema was demolished in 1970 and, since they were first opened, almost
every shop in the Circle has changed hands, sometimes several times.

In recent

years, as leases terminated, rents have been doubled and many shops (including a

branch of Boots the chemist) have vacated their premises. At the time of writing
the Circle looks much the same as it has always done - with an attractive circular
shrubbery in the centre and a fairly heavy weight of traffic using the roundabout.
There could be a dramatic reduction in traffic if and when the link road between

Vernon Drive and Wemborough Road is completed.
(19)

The name •Belmonf has a connection with 'The Mount', the large hill behind Belmont
Src^riich
raL up to Stanmore. This was originally known as 'Bell Mount (see
further information on inside back cover in 'Corrections and additions to Volume
and 'Belmont' is obviously an abbreviated form of the same name.
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Included in Volume 1 of our series is a
narrative about Gordon Avenue, Stanmore.
At its eastern end this pleasant highway

■5C

forms a 'T' junction with one of the oldest
and most historical thoroughfares in the
district, namely Old Church Lane, the
existence of which can be traced back to
medieval times. The Saxons built a small

fi

wooden church in Stanmore but this was

replaced by a later building, probably
dating from the 14th century, which stood

f

beside the left bank of the Stanburn stream

iE

J:

in the vicinity of which Wolverton Road is
now located. The only remaining relic of
the second church is the solitary grave of

>_v

a certain Baptist Willoughby (now in a

private garden in Old Church Lane) who was
a rector in the reign of Queen Elizabeth

The

new Rectory

—

from 1563 to 1610.

In 1235 a manor house was built by Abbot John of St. Albans near to the church and

it ias aro^rLhirLea in the miLt of open fields that the peasants - the earlies
residents of Stanmore - built their modest shacks.

With the nassaee of time this community moved in closer proximity
^he main
thoroughfare which traversed the Common before descending Stanmore Hill and contin

L5rMaS?Lanf io Edgware. When the old place of worship and the first manor house
were finally abandoned. Archbishop Laud consecrated
^^^^"behind the

which was built by Sir John Wolstenholme, the rums of which still stand behind tne
pieSnrParish
ChLrch at the crossroads in Great Stanmore (see photograph on page 2^

A second manor house was built opposite the red-bricked ^^hurch but this was demo^

in 1930 when several beautiful old oak trees were also uprooted, to improve the i.^
oLt
"f ihrcor^ersite (see photograph on page 29) . This house, which was built |
aLLu? iLso w™ L ugly stucco building and few local people regretted its removal .
T^rnolinal
tUirof
nLor House was then transferred to another large dwelling,
c
11 V
„c 'TVip Croft' and a wealthy financier called Samuel Wallrock spent

KS

«•■;;;;« roSfsur*

fifty men to landscape the gardens covering much of the 4i acre manor house site,

[hfse were ?o prove Lo be aLng the most beautiful in the country. They were latet

maintained by a staff of twelve with four chargehands.
(20)

A prominent feature was the rose garden surrounded by metal-framed arbours over which
grew a variety of shrubs; wide pathways of York stone paving wound between the beds
which were sometimes arranged in the shape of 'My Lady's' name (Wallrock's wife).
At night, concealed lighting, controlled by a master switch from the house, enhanced
the beauty of the gardens.

Another area was devoted to rockeries and waterways, in the centre of which was a
substantial guest house. There was a large kitchen garden in the section now bounded

by The Ridgeway (on which stand the buildings formerly known as Stanmore High School*).
The vegetable plots were negotiated by using wide paths which were flanked with a
variety of espalier and cordon type fruit trees.
It can truly be said that no expense was spared on the gardens and various other
'extras' included several large greenhouses, a grotto and a fruithouse in which there
was special provision for the storage of grapes. Measuring about 20 feet by 12 feet,

this house was lined internally with match-boarding, while roughboards provided the
external cladding. The cavity was filled with sawdust and the whole outer area was
covered with thatch and wire netting to insulate the interior and exclude vermin.

Wallrock also had a large orchard and about one hundred head of light Sussex hens,
complete with store shed and incubator house. He made provision for his gardeners
and chargehands by building cottages in what is now Bernay's Close.
Other buildings which Wallrock added to the manor house estate included the attractive

lodge with its arched entrance to the grounds - which bears the inscription "Welcome
ever smiles and farewell goes out sighing" - and also the long, red-hricked building
which dominates the narrow pavement in Old Church Lane from Bernay's Cardens, called
Church House.

Church House has the appearance of being a very ancient buiIding but in fact it was
not built "-until 1923.

Wallrock collected old timber and other materials frbm various

ancient properties and had them made up into this remarkable baronial hall: it was
erected by a builder named Douglas Wood who lived in Gordon Avenue and, subsequently,
Wallrock entertained royalty in these imposing surroundings. Before the 1920's there
was a field on the site of Church House; the hall is now used for wedding receptions
and church functions.

I
I

In the early 1930's Wallrock moved out of the Manor House when he encountered serious
financial difficulties: he left owing his bank a great deal of money but successfully
removed valuable tapestries and panelling before the bailiffs arrived. After his
departure the Manor House took on a desolate appearance but the estate was later
taken over by the Air Ministry and the officer commanding Bentley Priory now resides
there; other personnel are the occupants of purpose-built houses in the grounds.
Between Church House and the Manor House - in a turning now called Tudor Well Close was Manor House Cottage, once the residence of Wallrock's head gardener: this has

been demolished and replaced by modern Regency-style town houses.
Under the comprehensive education scheme it has been re-named Stanmore Junior

College and the premises are being extended in order to make places available
for former, local Middle School students).
(21)

Bernay's Gardens, which were mentioned earlier, are screened behind a high wall at
Church Corner and commemorate the name of the Reverend Leopold Bernay, Rector of

St. John's from 1860 to 1883. The gardens are open daily to the public. The Bernay
family have long, ecclesiastical connections with Stanmore Parish Church. On the
other side of Old Church Lane is Rectory Close, a pleasant little lane which runs
beside the Rectory, built in 1960, replacing an earlier house dating back to 1720
(see photograph on page 29).
Also on this side was an ancient tithe barn where, in far-off days, tithes of corn,
hay and battle were surrendered by the local populace. Its solid oak beams dated
back to the 15th century but it was largely reconstructed in 1730 by the Duke of
Chandos. Before the last war a Mr Fred Cane took over the barn and other buildings
and rebuilt them as three separate houses: nearer to Gordon Avenue are more modern
houses occupied by R.A.F. personnel. Opposite the Manor House site is an old lych
gate which now appears to serve little purpose but once gave access to a field.

When the old red-bricked church had seriously deteriorated, the foundation stone for

a fourth place of worship was laid in 1849 by the Earl of Aberdeen and the new
edifice was finally erected at a cost of £7,855: consecration was effected by the
Bishop of London in 1850. Its full title is 'The Parish Church of St. John the
Evangelist, Great Stanmore'. Incidentally, an effigy of Sir John Wolstenholme, who
paid for the building of the previous church, can be found in a recessed arch in
the northern aisle of St. John's.

Walking around this end of Old Church Lane, with its charming, mellow old buildings
and gardens, set against the background of the Parish Church, one is acutely aware

of a prevailing atmosphere of history and tradition, an impression which is unlikely
to be surpassed anywhere else in the Borough.

At the turn of the century there were few habitations in this area; a large barn and
a couple of cottages (one of which housed the Parish Clerk) stood opposite the Manor
House and on the corner of the junction with Old Church Lane and its southern exten
sion (which turns off at right-angles towards Marsh Lane) was an old farm. This
extension (about which more will be said later) was known as Watery Lane. The fields
around this lane had intriguing names like 'Thrift and Pightle', 'Calves Close' and
'Late Glebe.Land'. The field on the corner of Old Church Lane and Watery Lane was
aptly named 'Old Church Home Close'.

Mr Frederick Gordon** who built the Gordon Cottages in Old Church Lane (several of
which still exist in the form of semi-detached villas) to house railway clerks,
brought the sound and smell of steam engines to this ancient area when he financed
an extension of what was to become a branch line of the London and North Western

Railway from Harrow and Wealdstone station. Designed by W. Beswick Myers and con
structed by Braddocks of Wigan, the line was opened on 18th December, 1890.
A railway station was built at the junction of Gordon Avenue and Old Church Lane

and in an attempt to harmonise with local surroundings it was designed in pseudogothic style (see page 25 of Volume 11).- It is interesting to note that at this
time part of Old Church Lane was known as Station Road.

Initially the station had
Continued on page 24

(** See Gordon Avenue narrative and picture in Volume 1),
(22)
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Continued from page 22

been manned by a full staff, including a station master, but as support for the line
diminished, service was eventually supplied by one railwayman who was both booking
clerk and porter. Finally, Stanmore Village station (as it was known latterly) came
under the 'Beeching Axe' and was closed on 13th September, 1952.
In the meantime, an intermediate station had been built at Belmont in 1932, but more
details about this appear in the Belmont narrative in earlier pages of this volume.

The Stanmore terminus (which covered an area of nearly 4^ acres) originally consisted
of the station, a goods shed, various outbuildings, four sidings and coal wharves,
one of which provided a coal depot for Franklin, the coal merchant; all this was

demolished in 1970. The site was sold to developers for a price in excess of £100,000
and a new housing estate now sprawls across it: the access road is called 'September
Way', recalling the month in 1952 when the old station ceased to be operative.
As we proceed down the decline of Old Church Lane beyond the former station site, the
highway is flanked by a pleasant assortment of detached houses; some of those on the
right were built at the turn of the century by Frederick Gordon but on the left are

several fine detached houses built in the late 1930's by H. J. Clare. They are a
superior type of dwelling in various designs, complete with garages. Despite the
fact that by modern standards they would be regarded as remarkably inexpensive, the
price tag of £1,200 per house did not enable the builder to find a ready market in
those stringent pre-war conditions. Currently, these houses are fetching over £25,000
each.

Apart from a cottage hospital, now an old people's home, a horticultural nursery
(Courtens) and a few town houses and flats (which have replaced older properties),
we have probably mentioned the main items of interest - apart from the fact that
prior to the 1930's this thoroughfare was more familiarly known as 'Twisty Lane'
because of the circuitous route which it followed. The title of 'Old Church Lane'
is thought to be a reference to the old Saxon church.

Space is devoted to some of the roads adjoining Old Church Lane under the Ideal
Homes Estate heading.

Territorial Preface
In 1975 a copy of an old document known as an

U

'Abstract of Title' became available to the

author; it was concerned with the disposal of
land which is situated to the south, south-east
and east of Stanmore Golf Course covering an

area of nearly 800 acres (see map on preceding
page).
One section of this land to the west of

Belmont, bounded by Vernon Drive and Kenton

ml

Lane later became known as the Davis Estate

The man who began this
little piece of history.
King Henry the Eighth.

and a narrative about this development is
included in earlier pages with a group of
other Harrow Weald highways.
(24)

From here on we are concerned with numerous Stanmore highways, some of which are

situated on land to the east of Belmont, bounded by a section of Kenton Lane,
Broadcroft Avenue and parts of Honeypot Lane, Marsh Lane and Old Church Lane.
This area contains the Ideal Homes and Canons Park Estates, with which the follow
ing two narratives are concerned.

A summary of the historical background relating to all this land may be of interest
to the reader before we embark upon the above-mentioned narratives.

The old Title to which we referred at the beginning of this special preface reveals
that, during the second quarter of the 19th century, the land belonged to Lord

Thomas Manners. In October 1840, James, Marquis of Abercom, raised a mortgage
amounting to £60,000 (later increased by a further £22,427) to purchase the land.

This actually embraced a total area larger than the one with which we are particu
larly concerned. Manners died on 31st May, 1842, and the benefit of the mortgages
passed to Lord Charles Sommerset Manners and the Reverend Thomas Manners Sutton.

On their deaths the freehold of the property was inherited by the heir of Lord
Manners, namely John Henry, Duke of Rutland. In fact, only £32,000 of the mort
gage was ever recovered.

At this point the story goes back in time to the reign of Henry VI11. In 1547,
his thirty-eighth year on the throne, he decreed at St. Pancras, London, that
certain fields in the County of Middlesex should be set aside for the benefit of

St. Bartholomew's Hospital "for ever". However, in 1846 the land was bought by
the Great Northern Railway Company for £44,160. The income was credited to the

Hospital which, in turn, spent £32,000 in 1853 on the purchase of land in Middlesex

with which we are concerned, from the Marquis of Abercorn (including Old Church,
Marsh and Kenton Lane farms). This money was paid to the only surviving trustee
to the Will of Lord Thomas Manners, a certain Russell Ellice.

In May 1856, the Chancery Court signed a certificate making effective a title to
the property at which time any further liability under the mortgages was waived.

For seventy years this land was held in trust for the Hospital but in November 1926,
St. Bartholomew's was authorised to act as an autonomous trust corporation and four
years later, sold part of the Kenton Lane farmlands to Kenton Estates Ltd (on which

the Davis Estate was built) for an unrecorded amount. In June 1931, the Hospital
sold the largest shaded

area shown in the map to John Laing and Son Ltd for

£45,930.

From that time work began more or less simultaneously (but by two different
builders) on the land situated to the north and south of Wemborough Road; the two

following narratives continue with the story begun in this preface.

IDEAL HOMES ESTATE, Stanmore
The foregoing 'Territorial Preface' explains how the land changed hands through
the centuries and this story will therefore commence at the point where the vendor
(25)

and builder, Henry J, Clare, began work on
the site of the Ideal Homes Estate (see
location on map). He was concerned with
an area of nearly fifty acres of farmland

(farmed by John Bransgrove, about whom
more is written in the next narrative) on

which there were no thoroughfares apart
from a track with a pond on either side
known as Watery Lane, so called because
Stanhurn Stream ran alongside it. This
was approximately the route on which the

southern extremity of Old Church Lane was
later built (i.e. the section between

m

Abercorn Road and Marsh Lane). The other

roads on the estate, namely. The Ridgeway,
Barn Crescent and Lansdowne Road did not
previously exist.
Typical estate house

Before building on the Barn Crescent site

could commence, a levelling of the ground

was necessary

As there was a heavy clay content in the soil, levelling was achieved

y burning ballast, a process which involved firstly covering the hilly ground with

coa and wood and then spreading a mixture of dust from clay and coal In between
whirh^was
" easily broken up and carted
burnedaway
it changed
to aasreddish-brown
com
position which
to be used
foundation material
or for levelling hollows. This was a simple method of lowering the profile of
troublesome ground contours.

Over the main site the subsoil was of clay or chalk substance and the altitude was
built°^t^
a®
level. The highest point is where The Ridgeway was

ihirhrghw^;:'''

builder, was a very religious man and every Wednesday lunchtime

he held a service for his workmen when activity on the Ideal Homes Estate was tem
porarily suspended. His General Foreman, Charles Montague, is now retired but
resides locally; both the plumber and the joiner were named Smith. Most of the

hand^on site^^ houses (including doors, window frames and staircases) were made by
^ a twenty acre site between Old Church Lane (south) and Wemborough Road, playing
the tobacco fi™
Messrs Catesby (manufacturers of cork lino) and Carreras,
The houses on the estate were available for purchase by 1932 (although a few of the
Ridgeway had been occupied since the late 1920's). The houses in

Old Church Lane (south) are particularly attractive; distances in excess of 100 feet
nronrl^ Properties on either side of the road. (Clare did, however, sell a large
off delacrj
a
"hoonbuilt
a nLber
detached residences
from the Marsh Lane junction.) All the houses
the estate
were designed and supervised by a resident architect and prospective purchasers had
an option to buy a residence designed to individual requirements.
(26)

Continued on page 31
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The standard specification of all houses included close-boarded roofs, ground floors
made of oregon pine wood blocks, half-tiled bathrooms and six points, either electric

or gas. Prices ranged from £1,095 for a three-bedroomed semi-detached property to
£3,995 for a handsome six-bedroomed residence. A deposit of 10% of the purchase
price was normally required.

Stanmore was sometimes described as part of Metroland (an area serviced by the
Metropolitan railway) but in 1932 the construction began of what was to become known

as the Bakerloo underground line. This was a four mile extension from Wembley Park
to a new Stanmore terminal station with intermediate stops at Kingshury, Queensbury
and Canons Park and was very adjacent to the Ideal Homes Estate.

More than half a million cubic yards of soil were moved during the construction of
various railway embankments and in diverting the Wealdstone Brook through reinforced
concrete culverts.

Although the Ideal Homes Estate continues to enjoy a somewhat exclusive and privi

leged situation, it inevitably forms part of the larger suburban image of the
Stanmore area. It is, however, interesting to read an excerpt from a brochure

published by the Estate in March 1932, which paints a more rural picture of Stanmore
at that time.

It said, "Situated just far enough out of London to have a distinct life of its own
yet so near as to bring the vast resources of the capital within easy reach,

Stanmore occupies a highly favoured "strategic position' from the residential point
of view. Stanmore Village stands within a triangle formed by Harrow, Watford and

Edgware but it is free from the urban character of these places while enjoying a
complete range of public services and transport facilities.

Stanmore, happily, is not a suburb of any kind but still a village with modern
developments and amenities grafted on to ancient stock, so that the old-time rural
aspect of things has not been obliterated here, as it unfortunately has been'the
case of so many villages near London. It still has such distinctly rural charac
teristics as old roadside ponds, timbered houses and numerous ancient trees which

adorn the undulating landscape and which do much to create the kind of atmosphere
which helps to transform a house into a home."

We have explained the reason why The Ridgeway gained its name and Old Church Lane
(south) is an extension of the highway from Church Corner of the same name. Barn
Crescent is associated with the old harn on the estate which was later converted
into a place of worship for non-conformists and is now known as Stanmore Chapel

Lansdowne Road was named after a seaside hotel where one of the building staff
Clarethe
thought
was anTheappropriate
title
as itResearch
related
to lands adown° the road' from
ridge this
on which
Ridgeway was
built.
on this point revealed that there was only one person of any note to bear this

name; he was Baron George Granville Lansdowne, a verse-writer and dramatic author

who was born in 1667. Educated in France and at Trinity College, Cambridge, he
became Member of Parliament for Fowey in 1702 and later. Secretary for War. He fell
out of favour with George I and spent eighteen months in the Tower of London. He
was later restored to his parliamentary seat but lived for many years in Paris when
his fortunes again failed. He died in 1735 and was buried at St. Clement Dane's in
London.

Ideal Homes Estates did not confine their activities to Stanmore. Before the war

they also built properties in Aldershot, Norwich, Weymouth, Surrey, Watford, Stoke
and Cambridge.
(31)

CANONS PARK ESTATE,

Stanmore

We now move on to the second Stanmore estate

built on what was formerly farmland, again
once owned by St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
In this instance, a large tract of land

amounting to some 600 acres was purchased by
the John Laing organisation. Spread across
the centre of this area (and extending to
the land on which the Ideal Homes Estate was
later built) were the fields of Marsh Farm

where the farmer was John Bransgrove.
Older local people can remember little about
Bransgrove except that he had a son, Jim,
who owned a butcher's shop in Kenton Lane:
both father and son are now deceased.

One

M llfi
A typical Laing house

interesting fact which has emerged, however,
is that the old Marsh Farm House, built in

1875, still exists and is situated at the back of suburban gardens between Bromfield
and Gyles Park (see photograph on page 8) . For some years it was used as a council
community centre but it is now privately owned. The site of an old well, the machin
ery of which is now badly rusted, can still be seen at the rear of the house.

In

addition to Marsh Farm, the estate also encroaches upon land which was formerly part
of Kenton Lane and Old Church Farms.

In the latter half of Victoria's reign when all this land was still agriculturally
productive, Stanmore was a village of less than 2,000 people. The majority of them
were farm workers employed on a twelve-hour day from 6 a.m. (finishing in the mid-

afternoon on Saturdays) and a smaller section of the population were tradespeople
and shop assistants who also worked 'round the clock' from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m.
Both these sections of the populace were categorised as members of the working class:
a middle class, which could afford to employ domestic help and enjoy summer holidays
at the coast, was beginning to emerge in the towns (thanks to the industrial revolu

tion) but in the country areas there was a yawning social gap between the workers
and the gentry.

As mentioned earlier, Laing's purchased the land in June 1931 and development began
shortly afterwards. Undoubtedly, this area was selected because of its generally
convenient situation, being near to Edgware, Belmont and Stanmore railway stations

(Canons Park station was built later), and to other amenities, including sports
grounds and a golf course. A Laing's brochure proclaimed that the estate was
"a penny bus-ride from Edgware".

The estate, which consists of some 2,500 houses, is bounded by Wemborough Road, part
of Honeypot Lane, Broadcroft Avenue and Uppingham Avenue. Prices ranged from 1610
to £1,100 but a few less expensive semi-detached and terraced houses were built in
Honeypot Lane for £595.
(32)

Sir John Laing, 9S years old in September 1975, came from Carlisle in Cumberland
and in his younger days spent much of his leisure time climbing in the Lake District.
He became a C.B.E. in 1951, President of the Company in 1957 and gained his Knight
hood in 1959. His wife, Beatrice, (whom he married in 1910) died in 1972 Sir John
was educated at Carlisle Grammar School and now, in retirement, lives in Mill Hill.

Earlier this century he resided in a pleasant country house in Wetherall, Cumberland,
and his love of this area is reflected in the names given to the highways on the
Canons Park Estate which perpetuate various places in his favourite English county.
We shall have more to say about this aspect of the estate later.

Sir John's slogan was, "Invest in a Laing house" and he did his best to back up this
suggestion; his pride in his houses was an insurance for the purchaser that they
would be well built and of solid construction. Proper facing bricks were used for
the eleven-inch cavity walls. De luxe versions were built with fitted kitchens and
other extras but the standard examples were devoid of any gadgets. This enabled him

to provide the average family who wished to become property owners, with a house
they could afford.

Every effort was made to avoid extraneous expenses and since there was an adequate
campaign to advertise the houses, the commission for negotiators and estate agents
was kept to the minimum; there were also no legal or road charges. Forty years
later, vacant Laing properties are very much sought after.

The system of construction was sensible and effective. First, the engineers would
arrive on site and building began from the front of the estate, subsequently working
backwards away from the completed properties. Hard-wearing concrete roads were laid
concurrently with the houses and both roads and properties were completed by the
time the purchasers took possession. Adequate nearby shopping facilities were
ensured.

Most of the original occupants were Londoners anxious to move away from rented

properties in the capital, which had been badly maintained during the economic

recession of the early 1930's.

The bulk of Laing's houses were completed in about four or five years but as the
clouds of war began to drift across Europe, there was much sales resistance in the

property market and a few houses on the estate were still unsold at the outbreak of
war. The final batch of twenty were sold to police authorities.

The Canons Park Estate is of a particularly neat and attractive design: most of the

highways have either green verges or a central strip of trees and shrubs. This
arrangement, combined with the handsome, red-bricked houses, make the estate one of
the most desirable residential areas in Stanmore.

There are over twenty highways on the estate and, due to space limitation,

is

not possible to embark upon lengthy dissertations about each road. We will, however,
include some comments about the origin of the road names, particularly those assoc
iated with the County of Cumberland (now known as Cumbria).
(33)

BRAITHWAITE GARDENS

'Braithwaite' xs an old Norse word meaning 'broad clearing'. There are two

raithwaites in North Cumbria: Middlesceugh-with-Braithwaite is ten miles south
of Carlisle in the parish of Skelton. There is also a Braithwaite two and a half
miles west of Keswick in the Above Derwent parish, below Kinn, a foothill of
Grisedale (2,593 feet above sea level), a village popular with lakeland visitors.
bromefield

current spelling
is
romfield but on 16th century maps it appears as 'Phe
'Bromefeild'
and 'Broorafields'•
the Canons Park spelling could therefore be termed as a 'builder's archaic'
Bromfield is a parish in the Allerdale district near Aspatria.
'
COLEDALE DRIVE

personal name of 'Kolli'. There is a High and Low

Coledale, being farms in the Braithwaite area. There is also a Coledale Beck- a

CrJterMinl'"

Buttermere. At the head of the Beck is the Forc^ Crag

DERWENT DRIVE

Derwent is a river name, occurring also in Yorkshire and Derbyshire in this form and
oaks^'^^froi
th old British word 'Deruentio'.
(Lancashire).
It Derwent
means 'abounding
in
oaks
, from the
The Cumbrian
rises in the
springs below Great End and finding the sea at Workington, gives its name to an
ancient bridge in Cockermouth, Derwent Bay, a beauty spot on the west shore of

Derwent Water, 'gem' of the English lakes, and also'to'the Lst nSe^risUnd in

that lake Derwent Isle. This was originally called Vicar's Island, being the pro

Isl^P^ the
th name givenM>hey.
LaterPeach
it waswhoPocklington's
finally,
Isle,
by General
was the ownerIsland
in theand,
1830's.

DerwLt

WETHERAL DRIVE

The oripnal spelling was 'Wether haugh' meaning 'flat land by the river'.
e heral is a village by the River Eden in one of its most attractive reaches with

excellent salmon fishing. Wetheral is situated four miles to the south-eSt o^

Carlisle and, as mentioned earlier, was once the home of Sir John Laing.
Another highway to which we can 'put a name' is BURNELL GARDENS although it is not

thrsnMi
the spelling is apparently inaccurate.

Sir John's secreta^J, auSugh

A highway which we cannot cover, historically, in one paragraph is HONEYPOT LANE
since It existed generations before the Canons Park Estate was built. The oricin

of Its name is nevertheless interesting. Two or three centuries ago, mead and
metheglin were the popular drinks of the time and an important constituent in their
and Sen"th
bee-keeping
remunerative
local
when theT
honey 7a
had been collected it
was cartedwastoathe
distilleries
downbusiness
what
became known as 'Honeypot Lane'

menes aown wnat
(34)

In his book about Stanmore. local writer, W. W. Druett, mentions that various
have obliterated many of the landmarks
" Among such roads he lists BUSH GROVE
CROWSHOTT AVENUE, GYLES PARK and WEMBORGUGH ROAD - which are all on the Canons Park
Estate Other highways on the estate have the sort of name which, in the absence
of positive information, invite the reader to hazard a guess as to their origin.

roads in the area "recall events and persons of other days but Jui ding operations
For instance, LYON MEAD is very probably the name of a field or

applied to BROADCROFT AVENUE, LADYCROFT WALK and THISTLECROFT GARDENS, the diction
ary indicates that the word 'croft' means 'a small piece of arable or pasture land

or a small farm-holding'.

PEARSEWOOD GARDENS is likely to be on the site of former woodlands and
ST ANDREW'S DRIVE has ecclesiastical connections. St. Andrew s parish church is

iust down the road in Kingsbury and was rebuilt in 1933, about the same time that

the highway on the estate was becoming habitable. LAMORNA GROVE may be dedicated

to the wife or daughter of a local man and highways which have titles which could
have once been surnames are UPPINGHAM AVENUE, ANMERSH GROVE and KYNANCE GARDENS.

CULVER GROVE could be an abbreviation (or mis-spelling) of 'Culvert', of which
there are many in the district carrying the water of various brooks and streams
below ground level. But at this point we must end our guessing game.

Before we conclude this narrative, mention must be made of the present head of the

Laing organisation, namely Sir Maurice Laing. Born on 1st February 1918, he married

Hilda Violet Richards in 1940 and served with the R.A.F. from 1941 to 1945. "e "^s

knighted in 1965 and his many appointments include a directorship of the Bank o

England: his main recreations are swimming and yachting. Sir Maurice lives in

Totteridge.

GREEN LANE, Stan more
The last narrative in this volume is con
cerned with what must be regarded as one
of the most unique highways in Stanmore.

We have previously extolled the virtues
of elegant Stanmore thoroughfares such
as Gordon Avenue (in Volume I), Clamp
Hill and Old Church Lane, but our subject
on this occasion is quite exceptional.

It is a very old lane; just how old is
difficult to prove. Earlier this cen
tury it was known as Blackbird Lane
but

II

the later title of 'Green Lane'
Cottages in Green Lane

is more in keeping with its rural
appearance.

(35)

fac? is undouitedly'tie «Loi°Srfhrvery^exL^tenr° Tf"''
inescapable
.n the course of ti.e the trach beca.e a lane and^^L^nt^Iu^r'a^^u/fat^^Sh"::;; =
pJ«tLJ"witfthe%ootJatL'''The
cobbl'd°"t"h''®'"
""with
their
climb up the steep hill. road
cobbled
at the side to assist horses

Sd"\:;7rovL"d\omL'1or meibers''orth'e\ork!n"'
Most of thes^ f'

^-^3

the large houses flanking the lane

laboured for gentry in

but older residents still remember'•CulverlanS" hor''TQ®® u®''® ''®®" demolished
by a Doctor Vosper) and 'Pvnnacles^ a ?
Kent
of the occupied
hill, of which
only the lodge rlai^ jh'r: T Walter and Lady
the foot

iiJh sffectL^!^

ie-ide-n^s'^e:::^:^

|he'
ho":M?°h:r' --^l'n'(o"vei'';^tL'r:;1J®LJe"f"h'^ 'h
•Culverlands' has been replaced bj a .Close' 0^1^ ^^hauffeur lived there,
cul-de-sac perpetuates the name of Lady Kent's gardener! HTnlTe

01d^cot^fg^^''c°een^[L'^Sttage•\^d'-^^^
one approaches the junction with Stanmore m 1

lane on the left while a group of charm^nv .hna
the road Cmcluding 'The Cottage' 'Franklin U

properties including
occupied.'The
As

a

u
? ^®®"

House' and 'Pynnacle Place'). None werfJuilt ^

cottages line the
^i'i® of

Cottages', 'Park

century and several are of much earlier vintaL T ^.d ''®2i""i"g of this

a group of red-bricked cottages) is a smaU vr!;n

and higher up the hill is the old slauehtPT w

^

°"®®

'P/nnacle Place' (which is

further cottages

a butcher's shop 'round the corner' SJer lesid^nr"

as they were put to death.

"ho had'

esidents can remember the pigs squealing

placed by a garden. ThankrtrtL'bCTificlcf o^I

^g fountain was sited on this comer to satisfv tL
Only the base remains and that has been removL = a
of St. John's Church. A few ancient hiHlH'

protected by a preservation order.

k

demolished and re-

Agnes Keyser, an old drink'horse, man and dog',

re-erected on the green in front

eyond the slaughter house have been

by fL^tm ciSagis?^%^s: ^h^: ctr^tj: sieTb":"-

Stanmore Hill consisted of allotments anSTfJeld ^
Amy Johnson, the airwoman, took part in a horse

footpath and

one long^emembered occasion,

area became the site for a row of detachL nroL^r 'w
this
t^on
company. Behind these houses is "tld^^^Sh^^^^Ch^Jch^^B^g^LTs^ho:;:"-

locatedwason^StanlJre
exiJr
"as previously
school
dedicatedHill°Lrwas^mSver?o''?he
a year later by1o^:rt"s^:^Sd:^L^^th:n"B^sh:ro1
(36)

The Infants Department was added to the Primary School in 1964, and in 1973, under
the comprehensive system, the two establishments were re-designated as First and
Middle Schools. The First School will shortly move into a new building on the
Green Lane site. St. John's is the only Church of England School in the Borough
and pupils are admitted from all parts of Harrow and not only from the Stanmore
area. The school is linked with Park High School (formerly Chandos School) to where
many of the St. John's pupils move as they progress to the senior stage.
The Headmaster of Middle School is Mr N. C. Edwards and Mrs D. G. Gordon is Head

mistress of First School: the combined schools have places for 640 pupils.
As the photograph on page 30 shows, seventy years ago the vista of Green Lane was
very countrified with elms overhanging the carriageway and a carpet of 'Queen Anne's
Lace' underfoot. But Green Lane has survived the age of the motorway and - if the
whine of speeding vehicles can be ignored - the aspect from the lower end of the
quarter-mile incline would appeal to an artist. Interspersed with a few older pro
perties are some very handsome, modern houses set back from the road in well-cared-

for gardens.

Unfortunately, most of the trees have gone but some pleasing hedges

remain which, combined with a broad green verge on the right, help to retain a
rural atmosphere.

On the sharpest section of the incline near the top of the hill, one steps well back

into the 19th century as the afore-mentioned collection of Victorian cottages are
approached.

The view from there on a clear day as one looks down the hill, is

superb. There will be no great strain on the imagination to picture the elegant
carriages of a bygone age clattering down the narrow highway, bearing the passengers
to their place of prayer.

Green Lane is an example of the way in which the old and the new can combine, to pre
sent a picture of graceful charm to the casual stroller.

COVER PHOTOGRAPHS

The top photograph is of a beautiful old house called 'The Paddocks' which was

number 35, Elms Road, Harrow Weald.

It was once the residence of Mr Eric Wakeling

but has unfortunately been demolished (see Elms Road narrative in Volume 1).
The lower photograph is of the attractive entrance to the grounds of the Manor House
in Old Church Lane, Stanmore (see Old Church Lane narrative in this volume).

With the exception of the illustrations on pages
15 and 26, all sketches and maps in this volume
were drawn by the Author.
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Records have revealed that the earliest reference to Hill House

appeared in the 1851 census. At that time the occupant waf
L. H. Augustus Cowper (H.M. Consul in Brazil - on leavel
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aate prior to 1962 when Trevor
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(2nd para)

toother theory exists with regard to the origin of 'The Mount' which
IS that It was raised by the Duke of Chandos prior to 1729 It was

f.r.t recorded a, ■B.n Houaf o„ John Rocque", ■TopOEr.phica n'r
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(4th para)

Northern and Scottish

read "Lancashire
Yorkshire Railway"
Railway"
read "North and
Staffordshire
Railway'"'.

Rose Farm was demolished circa 1931,

»
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(3rd para)

"District Railway" read "British Railways (Midland Region)",
represent the views of all the residents in the road.
(38)
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The old 'Boxtree' public house was not, in fact, pulled down after
the first world war. After being bought by Mr C. J. Ward, it was

closed down and then occupied by Mr Harry Collins and his wife, Fanny,
(the latter, now nearly 90, resides in Kenton Lane) who lived there

for thirty-six years until 1957 when it was demolished following
Harry's death.

Afterthoughts
It is an inevitable fact of life that when an historical series which 'breaks new

ground , has been written, no matter how well informed the writer may be, some
anomalies and inaccuracies are revealed at a later date. The foregoing corrections
are as a result of errors occurring in Volume II. Corrections to this volume will
appear in Volume IV.

If you have enjoyed reading this volume and would like copies of the two previous
editions (or additional copies of this one), they are obtainable from:
Mr R. S. Brown

1, The Avenue,
Harrow Weald,
Harrow.

HA3 7DB

All volumes are priced at 30p each (plus 5p postage for one copy and 9p for two).
If you would like to be added to the mailing list and automatically receive future
copies as they are published (at the rate of one or two per year), please notify
Mr Brown.

In the earlier publications narratives appear about the following highways in
Harrow Weald, Kenton, Stanraore and Wealdstone:
VOLUME I

Bishop Ken Road, Kenton Lane, College Road, Gordon Avenue, Drummond Drive

Byron Road, Adderley Road, Dryden Road, Old Redding, The Avenue, Elms Road,
College Hill Road, Woodcroft Avenue, and Church Lane.

VOLUME II The Highway, Mountside, Connaught Road, Fisher Road, Hibbert Road,
Chestnut Drive, Weald Rise, Locket Road, Warham Road, College Avenue,
Weald Lane, Boxtree Lane, Harrow Weald High Road, and there is also a
tribute to the late John Searcy.

The title of Volume IV will be 'Wealdstone' and it should be available in the first
half of 1976.

Should you wish to become a member of the Bishop Ken Residents' Association, a form
of application is available from:
Mr F. Bulbeck

39, Dryden Road,
Harrow Weald,
Harrow.
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